Light-thermo-therapy & immune-system modulation!

Life is not possible without visible light-radiations.
Sundries light-therapy instrument with visible light-radiations –sl - as modern technologies is very new into medical applications through her/its/their applications normally partially also kurative has cure reached. You/they are suitable as mono-therapies and above all in combination with other treatment-measures to the symptomatic pain-reliefs. The controlled checkups her/its/their clinical effectiveness and application-areas however only began in the last decades.
The applications from the, Helios =, sunbathe-therapy, heat, as light-therapy, treatments belong to the oldest pain.
Sterile and painless treatment of a wider spectrum of illnesses without medications and without side-effects.
The appliance generates the uniform observable highlight with infrared-spectrum of the sunbeams and the entire color-scale without UV light.
The original strengths of the nature of living body his/its inimitable strength back. Our body needs them/her/it light - photons. That light - photons is an essential invisible element, that is required in the body for a multiplicity of functions. Hardship through a lack at them/her/it light - photons can therefore express itself in various illness-indications, for example saisonal dependent depression (SAD), unlike pain or elevated illness-susceptibility through a weakened immune-system.
Our immune-system achieves Schwerstarbeit. Every day, it destroys millions of bacteria, viruses and poison-materials. In order to be able to work smoothly, it needs light for it - photons. Often, she/it is through our nutrition, and modern way of life guaranteed not. No miracle therefore, if more and more people in under frequent colds, elevated inclination to allergies, tiredness and drive-weakness suffers. Light - photons is an essential element. Without light, cells and tissues cannot divide and can increase. More than 300 enzymes -körpereigene albumens - sind of light - Biophotonen dependent and steers important metabolism-functions. Light - photons has distinctive cell-protective qualities and hinders viruses at the penetrating into the cell. With timely influx, one can therefore do in the advance the pathogens the life heavy already and illness-times shorten. Light - Biophotonen develops protection-effect also against cell-damaging metabolism-products for example free radicals and damaging environment-influences. Through his/its anti-inflammatory qualities has light - photons a favorable influence on skin-illnesses like acne and promotes the sore-cure. A good light-care can promote the capability and psychic endurance and the healthy look of skin, hair and nails furthermore.

Not only some few people have light-lack

Again and again, a light-lack is put infrage. The thesis is amazingly with it, it is involved many people above all on cold winter-days. Young and old, closed areas working people, inhabitants of elderly-homes, nascent as well as nursing mothers and vegetarians. Data remain unconsidered from controlled studies, for example with respiratory infections. The diabetics alone, the illness-conditional susceptibility infections, just as phases can profit hotly-hunger from regular light-thermo-therapy particularly. One apparently also overlooks that a light-lack with the routines is only badly verifiable analytic procedures, which have to do cells with the low photons in blood, serum and hemoglobin and the fast redistribution of new lifted photons from these Kompartment.

Light - Photonenmangel
Light - Photonenmangel is far dispersed does. Since light - Biophotonen of the body itself cannot be formed, one must the element over the suns and universe irradiation, supplies. The everyday necessity lies 25.000 kjoules. This quantity immediately the daily losses from. Frequently, this minimum-value is not reached with our modern nutrition however. That light-thermo-therapy instrument reimburses them/her/it light - photons deficit. Above all risk-groups - chronic sick persons, strict vegetarians take too little light frequently -
photons on. A highlight - Biophotonenunterversorgung can also with diets, fast food, in times of strong physical and mental burden, appear with smokers, diabetics, during pregnancy and quiet-time and with older persons. Also athletically active people always provided on her/its/their Lichtphotonenanalog watches.

Light - Photonenmangel weakens the body-own defense-strength

Particular sensitively reacts our immune-system on an inadequate Lichtphotonenversorgung. Without light - photons can perfectly work it no longer. Perceptible consequences can always recurrent situated-ness-disturbances and colds, but also allergies - Heuschnupfen, Neurodermitis - sein. Light - Biophotonenmangel can decrease also the resistance-strength and the growth of hair, skin and mucous membrane.

Light-thermo-therapy instrument ©

Modern time light-therapy appliances, like Z B. that light-thermo-therapy © instrument, looks after the body quickly reliable and inexpensive with the indisputable photons.

How effectively is Ltt instrument ©?

As effective for the chronic - Fatigue syndrome and depression-treatments is valid Tagesdosen from two to six long time therapy (LZT) full application times today. LZT shines on the skin Arealweise one 12 - 15 minutes long.

In order to reach a therapy time decrease, the light should penetrate more deeply into the skin. A timer prevents the Erwärmung in the upper skin-layers. Shortly time therapy (KZT) can be used also with daily 1 to 2malige interval.

ADDRESS - PRIVATE

Practice-stamps

Light-thermo-therapy is:
The simultaneous use of salvation-factors:

- the Fokusierte (LAFER) a constant observable light-radiation (yellow-light), infrared-spectrum without UV irradiation wide band infrared radiation
- Yellow-light complete recovery and improvement of the health-condition with the sick person important of the decrease of the salvation-treatment,
- Verräglichkeit, complete harmless-ness, simple applications fast amortization of the purchase-price through short treatment-times and leaving out of expensive medications

Therapy indications with the light-thermo-therapy appliance
- Saisonal dependent depressions - SAD
- Arthrose and Osteoarthritis pains, (bones and Gelenksentsendung)
- Myalgie, skin-illnesses,
- Sore-cure accelerated.

Rental fee:
Ltt instrument for three-months for Patienpractices € 115.00
With purchase credited / plus shipping and postage

Endpreis of the appliance:
Ltt light-thermo-therapy instrument € 399.00

You can order the appliance to the light-thermo-therapy under following addresses:
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